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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS

MILLENNIAL STAR.
“ Hear the word of the Lord, O tk nations, and declare it in the isles 

AFAR OFF, AND SAT, He TH KT SCATTERETH ISRAEL WILL GATHER HIM, AND KERF 
him, ah A shepherd doth His flock.”—Jeremiah xxxi, 10.

ïo. 12, Vol. XU. Monday, March 24, 1879. Prioe Ono Penny.

THE BOOK OF ABRAHAM—ITS GENUINENESS ESTABLISHED. 
BY ELDER GEORGE REYNOLDS.

[continued from page 163.]
CHAP. XII.

Summary of Pyramid references. From 
the earth to Kolob. Additional rea 
sons for accepting the Abraham it sys
tem of astronomy.

It is unnecessary, for our present 
purpose, to enter into all the details 
of the varied geometrical, metrical, 
mechanical, geographical, astronomical 
and cosmical references found in the 
Great Pyramid, all of which it is 
vigorously asserted have been tested 
and proven correct by the very best 
scientific ability ; nor will space permit 
us to follow a rapidly-increasing class 
of writers who find in its lines, angles, 
and markings a prophetic history of 
the world ; but we should scarcely feel 
satisfied if we did not summarize a 
few of its leading characteristics. “ We 
find,”* to use the language of Dr. J. 
A. Seiss, of Philadelphia, “ a perfect 
geometric figure, so framed that the 

* Miracle in stone.

four sides of its base bear the same 
proportion to its vertical height as the 
circumference of a circle to its radius, 
that each of its base lines measures 
the even ten-milliontli part of the 
semi-axis of the earth, just as many 
times as there are days in the year; 
that its height multiplied by the ninth 
power of ten gives the mean distance 
between the earth and its great centre 
of light, that its unit of length is the 
ereu five hundred millionth part of 
the polar diameter of the globe we 
inhabit, that its two diagonals of base 
measure in inches the precise number 
of years in the great precessional cycle, 
that its bulk of masonry is an even 
proportion of the weight of the earth 
itself, and that its settin? and shaping 
are squared and orientedj with micro
scopic accuracy.” Regarding the 
Coifer in the king's chamber, he con
tinues : “ We perceive in it a most 
accurately-shaped standard of mea
sures and proportions, its sides and.

t Oriented—situated with respect to the 
four cardinal points.
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bottom cubically identical with its 
internal space, the length of its two 
sides to its height as a circle to its 
diameter, its exterior volume just 
twice the dimensions of its bottom, 
and its whole measure just the fiftieth 
part of the chamber iu which it was 
put when the edifice was built,” for it 
could not have been gotten into the 
chamber after the building was finished 
by reason of the size and angles of 
the entrance passages. Now, then,
let us add to these fads a statement 
by the same author and we think our 
position regarding the veracity of the 
portion of the Book of Abraham we 
have lastly been commenting upon is 
amply vindicated. “ Everywhere do 
we encounter the traditions of Ahrr- 
ham’s skill in the knowledge of the 
heavens, how he argued from his 
observation of the beavenly rrhs. and 
how Be occupied himself in Ezypt 
teaching the priests of Heliopolis in 
the lore of the skies. Doubtless this
was not the naked science of astro 
nomy as the schools conceive of it, 
hut as respected the theological and 
Messianic truths symbolized in these 
celestial hieroglyphics, in which, as in 
the more literal promises, he rejoiced 
to see christ’s day and saw it rnl 
was glrd. (join viii, 56.)” which 
testimony of the saviors is in direct 
accord with the statement of the Book 
of Abraham : nor need we be sur
prised thereat, when revelation, Anci- 
gnt and modern, states that Enoeh, 
andindeed other antediluvian prtri 
archs saw not only “ christ’s day,” 
hut the world’s history, even to the 
winding up scene.
'’oda-tting that the shape of the 

pyramid,-in connection with its other 
rrferences, has a prophetic imporb it 
becomes a remarkable fact that this 
stupendous four-sided monument in 
thiir-parccular phase of its construe- 
toow, typifies the number of days ac 
cording TtdihIErrcOoning of thc Lord 
rod*of  Kolob, between thc fall of man 
and ■IHe* incarnation of cur s-vior, 
(4,'000-yidirg) and the time between 
Thr- dardtoofiUsown construction and 
tJitf oormtihjCzaliioni of the church of 
flSSyMrWt^W- d&A> Aal3l
rOOOyearsy .Two of thc most im 
porlant events then in thc future of 
the world's history, and known in 

thc economy of God, thc first as tlie 
ushering in of “ the dispensation of 
the fulness of Tia^’ the second rs thc 
ushering in of “ thc dispensation of 
thc frlness of times.”

we have more than oncc made 
mention of the wonderful system of 
astronomy shown forth in the Book 
of A'i^aIiam hut Have never drawn 
attention to its details. Before lea
ving this portion of our enquiries, it 
ary probably be well To do so.

The Book of Abr-hra teaches us :
1st. Thrt Koloh is the greatest of 

all the stars that were seen hy that 
paT'irrcH.

Tlrt it is so because it is nearest 
to the celestial, or residence of god.

Thrt it governs all the planets 
which belong to the same order as 
this earth.

Thrt it is after The reckoning of the 
lord’s time.

Thrt it is ni-H unto the throne of 
God.

That it is after the manner of the 
Lord according to its times and seasons 
iis the revolutions thereof.

Thrt one revolution is a dry unto 
the Lord.

Thrt onc dry in Koloh, is equal to 
a thousand year's, according to the 
measurement of this earth.

That Koloh signifies first crcrtion.
Thrt it is thc first in government, 

rud last pertaining to the measure
ment of time. The aeasureaent Ac
cording to celestial Time ; which celes- 
tirl time signifies one day To a cubit.

2nd. Thrt Oliblish stands nexi to 
Koloh.

Thrt it is the next grand govern
ing creation.

Thrt it is equal to Koloh in its 
revolution and in its measurement of 
time.

That it holds the key of power also 
pertaining to other planets.

3rd Thrt Enisl-go-on-dosl is also 
a governing planet, which was said by 
The ancient Egyptians To be the sun, 
and to borrow (receive) its light from 
Koloh through the medium of kre e- 
vrnrrsH.

AtH. flirt kre-e-vanrreh is the 
grand kev, or governing power, which 
governs fifteen other fixed planets or 
stars, as also the moon fFloesee), The 
earth and the sun in Their annual
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revolutions. That Kae-e-vanrash re- I 
eeiveB its power through Kli-flos-is-es 
or Hah-ko-kau-beam.

5th. Kli-flos-is-es, and
6th, Hah-ko-kau-beam receive their 

light from the revolutions of Kolob. 
To summarise: That this solar sys
tem is governed by Kae-e-vanraah, 
which is governed by Kli-flos-is-es or 
Hah-ko-kau-beam, which are governed 
by Kolob, whether Oliblish belongs 
to the same order of systems as this 
earth, or simply holds the keys of 
power pertaining to other plants, is 
not so apparent. All of which is far 
in advance of what is known by astro
nomers at the present time, who have 
not yet recognized the several “orders” 
alluded to in the Book of Abraham.

With regard to the system of astron
omy taught to Abraham, in addition 
Io the evidence already advanced in 
former chapters, Elder Jos. L. Barfoot 
draws attention to the following addi
tional ideas :

“Tho earth rotates on its axis, and 
moves in its orbit by the power impar
ted to its mass by the solar forces ; the 
deflective force from the line of the 
sun’s motion, produced by the sun’s 
rotation on its axil, and its progression 
round the centre of momentum of the 
system to which it belongs. And, 
since neither the earth, nor any other 
body of matter, has power without 
motion, so, in the sun’s great power, 
we have evidence of its great progres
sive motion. The rotation of the sun 
of more than 6,500 feet per second 
would demand a velocity of progression 
of over 26,000 feet per second. Her

schel, by observation, was led to con 
elude that ‘the sun somehow moved 
towards Hercules with the velocity cf 
the earth, or 100,000 feet per second,’ 
and to infer that the sun actually des
cribes ‘ a great orbit round some un
discriminated centre,’ Sir R. Phillips 
analogically estimated the Bize of this 
orbit, and announced that with equal 
centripetal and centrifugal force, it 
would require an orbit of 162,865 mil
lions of miles, performed in exactly 
25,868 yean, the period of the preces
sion of Equinoxes.

And as the earth, and the other 
planeta of this system rotate by reason 
of the central solar motion and turn 
on their axis by being deflected from a 
right line in their respective orbits ; 
Phillips has shown that the sun and ail 
other planets rotate, as a result of the 
operation of the same law of motion, 
and the fact that the satelites move in 
eliptical (egg-shaped to be exact) orbits 
shews that the solar centre is advan
cing.

“ That this earth is part of a system 
that suffers no permanent change is 
seen in the unvarying order of the 
eclipses, which return in periods of 18 
years and 11 days, if there are four 
leap years ; and in 18 years and 10 
days, if there are five leap years in the 
period. And although astronomy does 
not yet recognize the different orders 
of planets alluded to in the Book of 
Abraham, the teachings of science are 
all tending to shew that there are great 
governing, central forces, and periodic 
cycles.”

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

WHY HE WAS UNPOPULAR.

BY ELDER CHAS. W. STAYNER.

“ The world cannot hate you; but me it hateth, because I estify of it, that the works 
thereof are evil.”—John viL 7.

These words were spoken by the 
Savior, while in conversation with his 
half-brotheiB in Galilee, and in re
sponse to their persuasive efforts to 
induce him to go into Judea. These 
men, although so nearly related to 
Jesus (at that time at least), had no 

faith in him ; they did not believe his 
doctrine, or embrace his Gospel. They 
witnessed the miracles he performed, 
and understood that he claimed to be 
the Messiah, but they had never drank 
in of his spirit, nor realized the sancti
fying object of his life. Therefore they
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